
                  Creators and Organizers of #WeAllGrow Summit!

It is a pleasure to submit my application, as a Coach and Facilitator, to contribute to this special

three day gathering of beautifully powerful Latinas. I am specifically inspired by the theme, JOY. Too

often, the world tries to tell us there is too much suffering to laugh, love, and walk in wellness. I

deeply believe joy is an essential ingredient to creating the world we want- individually and

collectively.

I am a certified Leadership and Change Management Coach who empowers individuals to navigate

change with more clarity, resilience, and joy. Rooted in research-based insights and personal

experience, my education includes a Masters of Science in Learning and Organizational Change

from Northwestern University, and course work with experts–including world-renowned psychologist

Dr. Dan Siegel–on the neurological and embodied aspects of stress and anxiety. 

My proposed workshop, Thriving in Transition , gives attendees critical change management insights

that empower them to maintain their agency, think clearly, build resilience, and actually experience

joy in changes

As a young, motivated Latina I desperately wanted to be a part of “changing the world” and began

my career in the nonprofit sector where I quickly found that constant organizational changes,

ineffective leadership, and the martyr / burnout culture - in addition to the uncomfortable rub of

expected assimilation - threatened my ability to grow, show up authentically, and experience joy in

my work. I am grateful that my path over the past twenty years has allowed me to develop a rooted

identity, and given me the experiences, tools, and education to support others who want to make a

big impact, yet need to address their own personal development, healing, and leadership capacity.

. 

I would be honored to participate in this year's Summit as a beautiful act of resistance to the apathy,

fear and pain the world tries to throw our way. Thank you for considering my proposal.

Con Amor y Alegría, 

Sonya

Hel l o

TM



Change  i s  t h e  on ly  c ons tan t . . .

This workshop delivers a powerful and flexible

change management framework that can be

applied to both work and life situations. 

Together we will  reflect on the specific

transition you are facing and create a

meaningful plan to build resilience.

LEVEL UP YOUR ABILITY TOThrive in Transition

Informed by academic business change models, neurobiology,

psychology, and several years of leadership coaching this workshop will

empower you to make the necessary mindset shift and to thrive in

transition.

Do you want to BRAVELY face change

and GROW in challenging situations?



Fac i l i ta t or  Bio

Sonya Perez-Lauterbach is a certified Leadership & Change Management

Coach. She consistently provides critical insight and support to her clients,

empowering them to navigate change with more resilience, clarity, and joy. 

Rooted in research-based insights and personal experience, Sonya’s

educational models and methods, such as The Anatomy of Transition, foster

sustainable transformation for her clients and community. Her education

includes a Masters of Science in Learning and Organizational Change from

Northwestern University, where she studied with leading executive coaches.

She advanced her education with experts–including world-renowned

psychologist Dr. Dan Siegel–on the neurological and embodied aspects of

stress and anxiety. She currently serves on the founding board of a women’s

transitional housing nonprofit, the Black Butterfly House.

Sonya is a bicultural Latina American who loves being in nature, exploring the

city, and learning from her two children and partner David. She is currently

located on the ancestral Land of the Dekota and Annishinabbe People (also

known as Minneapolis, MN) but coaches clients worldwide.

SONYA PEREZ-LAUTERBACH, MSLOC

+1-303-912-1675 
Sonya@splcoaching.com 
splcoaching.com 

Let's connect.



Presen ta t i on  S l i d e s  Samp l e

UNEXPECTED OR INVOLUNTARY

Type of Change

 SELF DETERMINED

SELF SELECTED WITH UNKNOWNS

MENTALLY 

EMOTIONALLY

EMBODIED 

What's happing in Transition? 



Workshee t  

What is the difference between change & transition?

What types of changes are you facing?

Where are you in the transition phases?

How are you caring for your MENTAL, EMOTIONAL, and EMBODIED responses?

MENTAL - What are you believing about yourself and your circumstances? 

EMOTIONAL -  What emotions do you need to allow? 

EMBODIED - How is your body trying to protect you? How can distress be transformed into eustress? 

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION: 


